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                  Matariki…                                        Seven Sisters of  Strategy 

Agenda 

•  Wall 

•  Paradox 

•  Seven 

Wall 
•  We’re very efficient at producing low value goods and services 
•  But…we’ve hit the wall, economically, socially and environmentally 

…we must double growth 
•  We need to more than double our growth rate to at least 5% a year 
•  …but our non-inflationary growth rate has dropped to 1.9% 
•  …and the growth trend will remain weak out to 2014, Treasury forecasts 
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Slowth 
•  No faster after recession than before recession 

Agenda 

•  Wall 

• Paradox 

•  Seven 

Paradox 
•  People, planet 

•  Vision 2050 

•  A very challenging roadmap 
for ecological, societal and 
economic development 
•  World Business Council for 

Sustainable Development 

Up for it? 
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Paradox 

 
 
Abundance                 Scarcity 
 
 
 

Poverty 

 
 
Cows                      Scientists 

Poverty 

 
 
Tourists                    Engagement 

Poverty 

 
 
No.8                      Open innovation 
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Poverty 

 
 
Hunker                                          Imagine 

Re-invention 

 
 
Scarcity            Abundance 
 

Wealth 

 
 
Lacto-pharmaceuticals 
                                                     

              Milk powder 
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Wealth 

 
 
Travellers                                               Tourists 

Wealth 

 
 
Community                      Shed 

Community 
•  Issues are increasingly global…. 
•  …solutions are increasingly local 

•  Solutions require very strong, learning communities 

•  Some attributes: 
•  Common sense 
•  Common purpose 
•  Common wealth 

•  Places where individuals are valued, helped, encouraged 

•  …in return, they participate, change 

•  Challenge: 
•  Helping communities articulate, visualise, realise their dreams 

…companies 
•  An exciting new class of NZ companies is emerging: 

•  Hallmarks: 
•  Inspired products & services offering unique value 
•  Originality born of NZ roots 
•  Smart strategies for international markets 
•  Astute management skills to acquire & develop 

human & technology skills; capital 
•  Confidence & skills to collaborate with 

partners, suppliers, customers abroad 
 

•  Across the economy: domestic; import; export 
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Wealth 

 
 
Imagine                             Hunker 

Agenda 

•  Wall 

•  Paradox 

• Seven 

1. People…to communities 
•  Radically different ways to connect with people 
•  Trade Me is a stunning example…it’s a community of communities 
•  …people trust, cooperate, share 

64% of the nation are members 
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…at home …and abroad 
•  Being a Kiwi is a state of mind…not a fact of geography 

…yet intimate 
•  Largest message group…by far 
•  …is Parenting 
•  …108,236 threads 

•  The first Trade Me baby 
•  A mother on a remote high 

country station went into 
labour early and quickly…
sought advice on the 
parenting message group 
and delivered her baby 
herself before her husband 
and ambulance arrived 

…very intimate 
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Wealth - Communities 

 
 
Imagine                   Hunker 

2. Tourists…to travellers 
•  Kiwi Experience creates 

lasting relationships 

Wealth - engagement 

 
 
Imagine                   Hunker 

3. Delegates…to global networks 
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Very conventional Competition 
•  Melbourne…one of hundreds 

…threatening …gloomy 
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Wealth - unconventional 

 
 
Imagine                   Hunker 

4. NZ…to the world 

Source …to community 
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Wealth - world 

 
 
Imagine                   Hunker 

5. Customers…to co-creators 
•  Obo’s R&D: 
•  …was two goalies 

in Palmerston North 
•  …is now thousands of 

fans around the world 

Wealth – co-creators 

 
 
Imagine                   Hunker 
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7. Solo…to connected  
•  FarmVille started on Facebook on 2009…today: 62m active users 
•  Number of real farms: US: 2.2m, EU 15m 

…getting real 
•  UK’s National Trust is calling for 10,000 online farmers to help it run 

Wimpole Estate in Cambridgeshire… “no experience necessary” 
•  …sign up fee £30 ($75) a year = $750,000 of revenue a year 

•  You engage in online discussion with the farmer…and vote on plans 

…work with me 
•  …says, Richard Morris, tenant farmer 

Virtual Christchurch 
•  Crowd-sourcing the 21st Century Garden City 
•  …would give people hope, purpose… 
•  …enable slower, more thoughtful, more powerful plan to emerge 
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Magnetic South 
•  A crowd-sourcing exercise for Christchurch by Landcare Research and others 

Wealth - connected 

 
 
Imagine                   Hunker 

7. Land…to ocean 

•  NZ Land: 270,000 sq km 
•  Australia’s 28x NZ  
      

•  NZ Oceans: 5.8m sq km 
•  5th largest in the world 
•  Australia’s 1.4x NZ’s 

•  Huge responsibility to nurture 
•  Huge resource to use sustainably 
•  $184bn of ecosystem services 

•  What values, processes, learning… 
•  …to succeed 
•  …to offer progress to people 

Our ultimate community 

•  Could we pioneer a 
collaborative model with other 
countries and partners? 

•  We would need world-leading 
•  Politics 
•  Policies 
•  Relationships 
•  Organisations 
•  People 
•  Technology 
•  Commitment 

•  We can help the world 
overcome 
the tragedy of the commons 
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Wealth - commons 

 
 
Imagine                   Hunker 

Seven Sisters of Strategy 

•  Communities 

•  Engagement 

•  Unconventional 

•  World 

•  Co-creators 

•  Connected 

•  Commons 

 
…will be 

 
 
 

…what we make it 

…New Zealand 


